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ABSTRACT
Since the release of WRF four dimensional variational data assimilation system (WRF 4DVar) to community in 2008, there have been some successful applications of WRF 4DVar across the community demonstrating the desirable performance of WRF 4D-Var on
mesoscale phenomena simulation, such as typhoon, squall line etc.. Recently, several significant software upgrades and improvements are accomplished in WRF 4D-Var system. They
are (1)Combination of the three executables in current WRF 4D-Var system into single executable, which significantly simplifies the usage of WRF 4D-Var; (2)Upgrades of the WRF
adjoint and tangent linear model (WRFPLUS) to make them compatible with the latest
repository WRF, note that the current WRFPLUS was written based on WRF V2.0.2 in
2005; (3)Lateral boundary condition is considered in minimization, which is very important
for regional model data assimilation; (4) Data exchanges among minimization package, adjoint model and tangent linear model are moved from disk files to memory copy to reduce the
overhead associated with the disk IO. Testing with a benchmark case shows that, with these
improvements, the computational cost of minimization with identity adjoint and tangent linear model is reduced to 1/5, from 4 hours wall time to 30 minutes; the observations within
model lateral boundary nudging area are assimilated much more reasonable than before. A
prototype of user-friendly, efficient 4D-Var system is available to community users and will
be released in next WRF release.
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1. Current status of WRF 4D-Var
Since the release of WRF four dimensional variational data assimilation system (WRF
4D-Var) to community in 2008, there have been some successful applications of WRF 4DVar across the community that demonstrates the desirable performance of WRF 4D-Var
on mesoscale phenomena simulation, such as typhoon, squall line etc., see Huang et al.
(2009). However, both developers and community users are still facing several issues of
WRF 4D-Var. (1)The current WRF tangent linear and adjoint codes (WRFPLUS) were
developed in 2005 based on the WRF version 2.0.2 and there has been substantial changes
and upgrades in WRF model since 2005. For example, the current WRF boundary condition
variable names are different from which in version 2.0.2 and WRFPLUS can not read current
boundary condition correctly. (2)The multiple program multiple data structure (MPMD)
of the WRF 4D-Var system is too complicated and most of the community users can not
understand and handle MPMD application without help. (3)Because the disk IO is used
in the communication among components of WRF 4D-Var, the very high IO overhead may
degrade the performance when multiple processors are used. (4)The current WRF 4D-Var
only works stable in IBM machines and XLF compiler. On other platforms, the gradient
calculation may be wired due to some bugs in adjoint codes. From 2010, we started to
upgrades the current WRF 4D-Var system.

2. Next generation WRF 4D-Var
a. Upgrades to WRFPLUS
WRFPLUS has been re-written to be consistent with the latest WRF repository codes.
The new codes has been checked and tested on various platforms such as IBM, Linux and
Macintosh with XLF, PGI, G95, GFORTRAN and INTEL compilers. To enable other
applications to access the WRF tangent linear (TL) and adjoint codes (AD), the subroutine
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interfaces of WRF tangent linear and adjoint codes are constructed. To address the high
overhead of the disk IO issue, the memory IO option is added to allow the components
of WRF 4D-Var exchange information (basic states, perturbations and adjoint forcing) via
memory copy.

b. Upgrades to WRFDA
In current WRF 4D-Var, WRFDA calls WRF TL and AD models via system calls to
korn shell scripts, the ksh scripts will activate the WRF TL or AD model. In the new WRF
4D-Var, the subroutine calls will be used to activate the TL or AD model. Therefore, the new
WRF 4D-Var is a single executable composed of WRFDA and WRFPLUS (as a library).
The greatest benefit to be a single executable is that, in multiple-processor parallel run,
all processors are participate computation at any time; however, in current WRF 4D-Var
MPMD framework, only a subset of the total processors is working at any time and other
processors are idle.
Figure 1 shows the multiple processors usage schedule in current MPMD WRF 4D-Var.
There are 3 components in MPMD WRF 4D-Var, only one of the component is running at
any time, which means only one subset processors is participating computation at any time.
Figure 2 shows that the single executable WRF 4D-Var is able to use all available processors
at any time and this dramatically improve the 4D-Var performance.

c. Performance improvement of WRF 4D-Var framework
Figure 3 show the performance comparison between the single executable WRF 4D-Var
and the MPMD WRF 4D-Var with identity WRF TL/AD. Although this experiment doesn’t
include the WRF TL/AD realistic running, the significant performance improvement is still
achieved due to aforementioned single executable application and memory IO.
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3. WRF 4D-Var system validation
a. Single observation experiment
The 4D-Var system is well-known to have the capability to implicitly evolve the background error covariance. The single observation experiment is a nice way to demonstrate
the behavior of the data assimilation system. Therefore, a single observation experiment is
designed to show the flow dependent property of 4D-Var as in Huang et al. (2009).
The analysis time is 2000-01-25-00 and a 500mb temperature observation is assimilated
at 6 hours later at 2000-01-25-06. The analysis increment evolution from 0h to 6h will be
observed to see if the WRF 4D-Var system is able to produce a flow dependent increment
at 2000-01-25-06.
Figure 4 shows the maximum of initial increment is on the upstream of the observation
and the increment evolves follow the the 500mb flow direction. At 2000-01-25-06, the maximum of increment arrive the location of the observation and the pattern of the increment
has a very obvious flow dependent characteristics.

1) Impact of the lateral boundary condition control
A new capability was added into WRF 4D-Var recently is the lateral boundary condition
(LBC) control. Because WRF is a regional model, considering initial condition (IC) only in
minimization is not enough and it might over fits some observations close to boundary. It is
reasonable that both initial and boundary condition should be considered into minimization.
To clearly illustrate the impact of the LBC control, we follow the experiment of Figure
4, but move the observation to the area which close to south boundary, so we presume that
the main analysis increment should comes from the LBC other than IC. Figure 5 shows the
increment evolution of an observation close to boundary without LBC control. A over-fitted
initial analysis increment appears at the location of the observation. Then the increment
evolves with the flow and the maximum of the increment is far away from the observation
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on the downstream direction. Figure 6 shows the increment evolution with LBC control.
Even there is slight initial analysis increment in IC, the major initial increment is in LBC
(not shown in Figrure 6, but in the numbers of the final cost functions). The LBC tendency
increment keep feeding the evolution of the system and the maximum of the increment at
6h fits the observation location nicely.

4. Conclusion
The WRF 4D-Var system has been upgraded since the last release in 2008. The new WRF
4D-Var system is a single executable application with significant performance improvement
compared to the current released MPMD WRF 4D-Var system. The single observation
experiments demonstrate the performance of the upgraded WRF 4D-Var system, as well as
the lateral boundary control impact on the observation close to the boundary. Now, we are
still working on the parallelization of the WRFPLUS and physics packages in WRFPLUS.
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Fig. 4. Increment evolution from 0h to 6h. Red star is the obs. location at 6h. LBC control
is on.
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Fig. 5. Increment evolution from 0h to 6h. Red star is the obs. location at 6h. LBC control
is off.
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Fig. 6. Increment evolution from 0h to 6h. Red star is the obs. location at 6h. LBC control
is on.
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